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Syrianus on aristotle metaphysics pdf

Translated by Dominic Omeara and John Dillon Duckworth 2008, the full book is only available to members of the institution who purchased access. If you belong to such an institution, please log in or read the details of how to place an order. The Syrian from Alexandria moved to Athens and became head of the
academy after the death of Pltarkos in Athens. In discussing Aristotle's Metaphysics 3-4, it shows how metaphysics as a philosophical science was conceived by a late ancient new platonic philosopher. The question posed by Aristotle in Metaphysics 3 on the scope of metaphysics is answered by Syrians who criticize the
alternative answers aristotle explored. In presenting Metaphysics 4, the Syrians explain what metaphysics treats as existence and how this includes the essential attributes of existence (unification/multiplicity, unity/difference, etc.), and show that it falls within the scope of metaphysics to address the main axons of
scientific thought, especially the non-contradictory principles that syrians provide discussion of what was developed by Alist. The Syrians reveal how Aristotle's metaphysics was formalized and transformed by a philosophy that found its deepest roots in Pythagorean and Plato. The Syrian from Alexandria moved to Athens
and became head of the academy after the death of Pltarkos in Athens. Aristotle's discussion of metaphysics 3-4 shows how metaphysics as a philosophical science was conceived by late ancient new platonic philosophers. The question posed by Aristotle in Metaphysics 3 on the scope of metaphysics is answered by
Syrians who criticize the alternative answers aristotle explored. In presenting Metaphysics 4, the Syrians explain what metaphysics treats as existence and how this includes the essential attributes of existence (unification/multiplicity, uniformity/difference, etc.), and show that it falls within the scope of metaphysics to
address the main aorems of scientific thinking, especially the non-contradictory principles that provide additional discussion for what syrians have developed by Ariss. The Syrians reveal how Aristotle's metaphysics was formalized and transformed by a philosophy that found its deepest roots in Pythagorean and Plato.
The Syrian from Alexandria moved to Athens and became head of the academy after the death of Pltarkos in Athens. The Syrians attacked Aristotle in the commentaries in books 13 and 14 of Metaphysics, as his disciple Prols does later in his commentary on Plato. This is because in Metaphysics 13-14, Aristotle himself
was thoroughly polarized against Platoism, especially the entire concept of academic doctrine of form numbers and segregatable numbers. As an answer, the Syrians gave explanations of mathematical numbers and geometric entities,All of these are processed in the mind to affect Proclus and all subsequent neo-
oprahsists. For 11th-century Byzantine commanders, see Syrianus. The Syrians (ancient Greeks: Syrians Σммαмδ; c.437) were the new Plato philosophers of Greece and the head of plato academy in Athens, succeeding the Athens teacher Plutalci in 431/432. He is important as a pro-Cruz teacher and as a
commentator for Plato and Aristotle, like Pl tartarkos and prols. His most famous extant work is Aristotle's commentary on metaphysics. He also says he wrote in De Caerello and Aristotle's interpretation and Plato's Timeus. Life He was from Alexandria, Egypt and the son of Philoxenus. We know little of his personal
history, but he came to Athens and studied with great enthusiasm under Plutalci in Athens, the principal of the New Platonist School, who saw him with great admiration and affection, and appointed him as his successor. He is important as a pro-Cruz and Hermias teacher. Prols considered him the greatest worship and
at his death gave instructions that he should be buried in the same tomb as Themistius. The surviving work, with only a fraction of the writings of syrians left: Aristotle's commentary on metaphysics. Commentary on two rhetorical works by Hermogenes. A lecture on Plato's Paedras preserved by Hermias. In the lost work,
the Syrians wrote commentary on Aristotle's de Caerot and de Interpretation. From Plato's Proclus commentary on Timaeus, we can see that the Syrians also wrote commentary on the same book. The Syrians have also written works on orpheus theology and the harmonies of Orpheus, Pythagoreras, Plato and Oracle.
Theodoros Meléteniota is a proomium of astronomy, referring to a commentary by the philosopher Syrianus on ptolemy's Magna syntax. Suda attributes some pieces to the Syrians, but it's actually Proclus's. The philosophical significance of philosophy Syria is in the field of metaphysics and in Plato's example. He is
important in expanding the details of the new platonist metaphysical system, started by Iamblichus and most entirely caused by Proclus. The most precious ruins we have are aristotle's commentary on metaphysics. In explaining Aristotle's proposition, he seeks to establish the latter against the former, taking the views of
neophonist schools. In his metaphysical commentary, The Syrian explains his views of monads and diades in many places. The One is soon followed by the best monads and diads. Syrians have expressed monads as male and Dyde as female. He adopts the doctrine of two cosmic principles to explain the origins of evil.
He denies that there is a platonic form of what is evil or bass. Dyad is indirectly responsible for evil. Syrians attribute the existence of evilAnd more than one believes that he has a direct responsibility for The Dyad to create. One of his basic principles is that the same thing is a general applicability proposition that cannot
be affirmed and denied at the same time of the same thing. However, in any sense, it applies only to existing ones, including the truth of affirmation or denial of proposals, since this does not admit affirmation or denial, so it applies only to existing ones. [3] Overall, the doctrine established in this work is that of the
Neophratoists. Edition J. Dillon, D. Omeara, (2006), About Syrianus: Aristotle Metaphysics 13-14. Duckworth D. Omeara, J. Dillon, (2008), Syrianus: About Aristotle Metaphysics 3-4. Duckworth Notes ^ Suda, Procross. ^ b Monad and Dyad In Space Principles Syria, Soul and Structure of Being Late Neophysic, H.J.
Blumenthal and A.C Lloyd, University of Liverpool Press, 1982, pp. 1-10.^ Syrians, met.ii. fol. 13, b. Source Angela Longo (eds.), Syrians and La Metaconfission de Ratikite Tardib: Actes du Colock International, Genev University, 29 September 1er octobre 2006. (Naples, Vibriopolis, 2009) (Ellenchos, 51). Sarah Critonic
Ware, Plato's Timoeus and Palmenides' Teachings of Syrians. Ancient Mediterranean and Medieval texts and contexts (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2011) (Platonism, New Platonic and Platonic Traditions, 10 Studies). This article includes text from public domain publications: Smith, William, ed. (1870).Greek/Roman
Biography/Mythology Dictionary Missing or Empty |title= (Help) External Link Wildberg, Christian.Syrian. In Zarta, Edward N. (ed.) Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy Mount Allison University race project in Elmogenem and Rabe's Toibner edition of Syrian Conelia Raw Greek OCR: vol.1 dia.org/w/index.php?
title=Syrianus&amp;oldid=940514481 first month July 6, 2009. Substantive revisions Friday, November 22, 2019 Syrians (ancient known as the Great) were teachers of philosophy and, if they could trust the evidence, the Athens rhetoric of the CE in the late 4th and early 5th century. He was a slightly younger modern
man of Hippo's Augustine (354-430). Born in Alexandria in the late 4th century, he studied philosophy under Prtarkos (c. 350-431/2) in Athens, where he received a basic education but later revived Plato's academy. When Pltarkos died at 431/2, the Syrian succeeded him as head of school in Athenia. In the last stages of
his life, the Syrian became a teacher of the young pro-Cruz (410/2-485) and succeeded him as a scholar shortly after or shortly after the syrian's death in 437. The specific circumstances of a Syrian's life are almost entirely unknown, with only important commentary on his wealth of philosophical work books(III), Gamma
(IV) and Aristotle's Metaphysics Mu and Nu (XIII-XIV) survive. Damascus, in his philosophical history (aka the life of Isidre), described the Syrian as a surprisingly handsome and tall man with impressive intellectual abilities. The son of an otherwise unknown Philoxenus, he grew up in Alexandria, where he must have
received an education in rhetoric and perhaps some philosophy. In the late 4th century, Alexandria was increasingly burdened by strife between pagan elites and notoriously brawling Christians. Mathematician Theon of Alexandria (c. 335-405), who was murdered by upsetting Christians in 415, and his daughter Hypatia
were Alexandria's most prominent pagan intellectuals during the syrian's lifetime. I don't know exactly when the Syrians decided to go to Athens to study with Pltarkos and devote themselves to philosophy. But the Syrian seems to have spent the rest of his working life in Athens as a close associate of Pltarkos and
eventually as his successor. If the attribution of the commentary on Hermogenes is correct (see section 3b below), then the commentary is dedicated to the author's son Alexander, so we can infer that the Syrians were married. Archaeological evidence suggests that Purtarkos and Syrianus, and later Proules, lived and
taught in a complex of houses near the Dionysus Theater on the southern slopes of the Acropolis, rather than the site known as the original site of Plato's Academy outside the walls of the ancient city. According to Marinus (Life of Prols, 36), the Syrians were buried on the slopes of Mount Lycabetus in Athens. During his
lifetime, the political and cultural landscape of the Roman Empire changed dramatically and irrevocablely for a foreign intellectual, and it did so in a disturbing way. Politically, the Roman Empire was shaken to its foundations by the massive invasion of gothic tribes into northern Greece (Thracian) and its decisive victory
over imperial forces in Adrianopur (modern-day Edilne) in 378. Under Theodosius I, who reigned from 379 to 395, Christianity became a national religion, and in order to strengthen his adopted Nees orthodoxy, the emperor stried to curb both Christian and pagan heresy. In 425, a few years before Syrians took on the
leadership of the academy, Emperor Theodosius II and his wife Eudsia, daughters of Leontius, an Athens pagan educator who was an educated Christian convert and, in a way, a Syrian colleague, founded what became the University of Constantinople. As a result, higher education in rhetoric, law and philosophy was
placed under the patronage and supervision of the court. In contrast, the survival of private institutions such as the Athenian School depended heavily on the abilities, personalities and commitments of individual members. In this context, we must understand the excitement and relief that we have won (as Marinus has to
do with Procalus's life).(410/2-485), a young devoted, foreign intellectual arrived in Athens to join the school at 431. At first, the Syrians doubted the new arrival, but when he saw Prols openly worshipping the moon, he agreed to accept him. In the end, Marinus says, the Syrian found in him the disciples and successors
he had been looking for for a long time (Life 12). Pro Class succeeded the Syrians as head of the school at the age of 437, while the other most talented Syrian student, Domnine, was Jewish and returned to his hometown of Larissa. From Marinus, we can gather some further evidence about Syrians as teachers.
Purtarkos introduced freshman prols to somely accessible works like Aristotle's De Anima and Plato's Faed, while taking over instructions from Pratalci, he received much stricter and systematic philosophical training in Proclus. In a keeping up, they practically read the entire Aristotle Corpus together (Aristotle's Logic,
Ethics, Politics and Physics、.. Theology, perhaps in that order) prepares for Plato's study, and, ultimately, the Oracle of Orfic poetry and Chaldeans. The Syrians gave Aristotle a firm place and function in the philosophical theology curriculum of Plato students. But as we see, this York together to Plato of Aristotle does
not have to support the doctrine that the views of the two ancestral philosophers are in perfect harmony. 2. Testimonies of Syrian literary works have evidence of much broader literary achievements, separate from texts written by Syrians that are discussed in more detail under Surviving (3). According to Suda, a 10th-
century Byzantine encyclopedia, Syrians wrote seven commentaries on Homer, four of the Plato Republic, two on orpheus theology, and a paper on Homeric Gods. This list is clearly not complete because it does not mention any work on Aristotle. There is also no way to verify that these works belong to syrians.
Therefore, it is not at all unusual for platonic philosophers to write commentaries on Homer and Orfic's poems, given that these early literary texts were considered full of hidden meanings and esoteric revelations. In addition, not long before his death the Syrians offered pro-Cruz and Doninus a course to either Oracles or
Orfic poetry in Chaldeans. The Syrian commentary is greatly admired by later generations of new platonists (Isidore and Damascus regarded him as one of their best examples), and therefore he is often mentioned and quoted. Collecting these references, R.L. Cardullo (1985) speculated that, separately from existing
research on metaphysics, Syrians commented on Aristotle's categories, deinterpretations, prereansalism, physics, decaello, and deanima.In his commentary on metaphysics in Torales (mid-6th century), he preserves two fragments of Syrian exegesis in the book VII (Z) of that work. There is also evidence that Syrians
commented on Plato's Timoeus and Palmenides, but it is not clear whether these comments were formally structured or those those were those announced inside the school as transcripts of his lectures. 3. Surviving Works 3.1 Aristotle's commentary on metaphysics, and works on aristotle's metaphysics in books III, IV,
XIII and XIV Cianus are transmitted in about 18 manuscripts dating back to the 15th and 16th centuries. The existing text does not provide a unified and comprehensive interpretation of metaphysics. For one thing, the commentary now covers only four of the 14 papers that make up the collection of works that came after
physics. In addition, syrian works are a collection of three separate essays of completely different personalities and purposes, one essay in Revelation III (= Beta), the book IV (= Gamma), and the books XIII and XIV (=Mu and Nu). Already the titles of these separate parts (whether they are Syrians themselves or not)
show the difference: the first essay is titled On topics that require discussion in the book beta version of Aristotle's Book of Metaphysics of Syrians, Philoxenus. It begins with unusually, almost introductory remarks. There is only a quick summary of the subjects of the metaphysical α I and II (Α and a little bit of a book).
This suggests that the Syrians had covered those books in previous lectures. Typically, Syrians go through the apoliae that Aristotle raised about the subject and methodology of First Philosophy, and in each case briefly explain how they think these difficulties should be solved, not how Aristotle solves them in later books
of metaphysics. The second very short essay is titled Course by the Syrians, Son of Philoxenus on gamma in Aristotle's book of metaphysics. This book of metaphysics begins with the exposition of the first philosophy that deals with the generality, a trait that belongs to as long as it exists and to what exists itself. Aristotle
continues to defend non-contradictory laws (in any proposal P, both P and non-P are not one of these characteristics). Syrians discuss each of these main topics in the book, but keep his own comments short, as he puts it, because the book is already well unraveled by [aphrodisiac] hardest-working Alexander (54, 12f).
The third paper is titled Investigation by Syrians, sons of Philoxenus, into the difficulties Aristotle raises about mathematics and numbers (Episkepseus). This long defensePythagoreanism for Aristotle's imminent criticism is the most beneficial part of Syrians' work. It is worth quoting the introduction of this poletic essay in
full, as it sheds some light on the cautious way in which Syrians calibrate his opposition to Aristotle. Syrians write in Metaf 80, 4-81, 6: I am not a natural controversial person, and yet I would count myself as a disciple of Aristotle on just a few or trivial topics. Rather, I am one of those who admires his logical methodology
overall and enthusiasticly accepts his treatment of ethical and physical questions. And let me ask why I may not make my own boredom by enumerating in detail all the excellent aspects of this man's philosophy, with the highest quality demonstrations that every intelligent person sees in this most excellent paper on both
the subject of problems and definitions, and why not justifiably marvel at the proper remarks and As for the principle of transcendent causality that does not move with God throughout the universe, it declares the author of such philosophical inquiries a benefactor of human life, even though it is beyond the reach of
synthetic treatments and highly detailed expositions. For all, he has a warm appreciation from both us and everyone who can understand his saga city. But for some reason, in other parts of his theological thesis, especially in both the last two books (13 and 14), is the fact that he indulges in much criticism of pythagorean
and platoonist first principles. Rather than meeting them, he is based on his opposition based on hypotheses advocated by himself. For this reason, aristotle's argument against them seemed reasonable to examine his remarks critically and at the same time impartially and to show the doctrines of Pitagor and Plato (in
fairness to less sophisticated students, under the reputation of men, they may not be tempted by contempt for the reality of God and ancient inspired philosophies) missed the mark in large part, While pursuing a line of inquiry that has nothing to do with those sacred men, on some occasions they try to attack them
directly, they cannot bring any rebuttal that asks big or small. And not necessarily so; The truth is never refuted, that man of God (i.e. Plato, cf. In the words of Gorg., 473B) and in realizing their discussions on first principles, the fathers of those discussions established them as as firmly unshakable as the arguments are
appropriate (Tim. Now that is enough by the preface. (Trans Dillon and Omeara, remodeling)To decipher some of these remarks in order to better understand the delicate position that Syrians place: Less sophisticated students (perhaps sons and daughters of educated classes increasingly seduced by the new religion)
At least he's smart enough to know that Aristotle appears to be doing a short job of some basic platonic commitments on first principles. This can seduce them and downplay the inspired philosophy of the ancients (icyism). Discovering that in order to protect the phony, the Syrians must attack Aristotle, and he is clearly
not used to doing this. What was at stake for him? Later Platonists shared an important commitment with Orthodox Christianity, viz., understanding and explaining the entire world on the premise of only one principle, and sharing two principles considered conflicting (Gnouticism). Christians and platonists also agreed with
the assumption that the first principle itself should not be part of the natural world, that its existence must be completely independent of this world, and that the existence of the world must be a transcendental being on which it depends entirely. But, like Christian thinkers, platonists did not believe that the world had
become a point in distant history, and that the world's first principles were manufactured like craftsmen or talked to exist. Rather, platonists thought that the first transcendentalism favored a series of immaterial principles and forms that derived the diversity of the natural biosphere, deploying itself in space and time
through god's soul and formation principles (logoi - the principle of forming matter at different times and places in various ways). This view of the interconnected and complex hierarchy of beings was beautifully suited to accommodate and support traditional multi-theoism (especially the features spelled out by Iamblwichus
and Proclus), but of course also lead to many difficult questions that platonists struggled to articulate, We've drawn up a few examples of asking for help on many aspects of Aristotle and Stoyx's natural philosophy: what exactly is the content of an understandable world, what is the function of the soul, how does an
impervical logo work, what is the contrastive situation and function of matter, and so on. But the most fundamental and formidable difficulty was to explain exactly how absolute unity (the first principle) could create an obvious diversity of understandable and perceptible worlds. The answer developed by platonists (roots



they thought dated back to Plato and his direct successors at the Academy) was to think that the two most basic understandable principles, super-understandable, should be the principle of unity and the principle of diversity. Already Plato was clearly talking about monadsUnlimited Dyad. These principles not only create
an entire realm of mathematical principles and numbers, but also explain all kinds of unified individuality and diversity throughout the hierarchy of existence. As Protine put it in the characteristic way of his style: Existence provided preparation for existence, standing multiplicity as a number when it awoke, it provided them
with preliminary sketches of units that held a place for existence to be established (Enn.VI 6,10). Now Aristotle had forcedly denied the platonic notion of some such ideal beings of numbers and their principles in his two last books of metaphysics, and if Aristotle was right, the entire Platonic building would have been
undermined. Broadly speaking, it was Aristotle's view, repeatedly expressed in corpus, that mathematical entities such as numbers and geometric figures were essential, not essential reality, as these later platonists needed. They are derivative beings in the sense that the minds of mathematicians who know them think of
them as if they were matter by looking at the physical world in an abstract way. In other words, mathematical entities do not exist independently or before objects that are numbers or numbers, but are only hypotension of aspects of such objects. In the book Mu and Nu amplify this view with sealed attacks on early
platonist mathematical concepts and theories of form. What was needed was Aristotle's sophisticated rebuttal from a platonist point of view. To give an early and late Syrian taste of platonic defense, it may be enough to investigate his response to two points raised by Aristotle's famous criticism of platonic forms: (1)
Aristotle's view that the object of mathematics arrives by abstraction. (2) So-called third party discussions. (1) Aristotle had claimed that the workings of geometers were comparable to the work of biologists studying male and female: male and female are animal gender attributes that can be identified in isolation when one
abstract happens to have from all other types of (unrelated) attribute animals. Oh yes, the positioner studies his subject ignoring all unrelated attribute bodies except points, lines, planes, and their position and quantity. In addition, Aristotle argues that biologists do not believe that men and women exist as separate ideal
entities (substances) on and before concrete living materials that are either male or female, nor should he think of such a thing. In similar veins, geodesy research is not an attribute of the physical body, nor does it enjoy their independent existence, but a point, line, plane, or solid. Rather, thanks to his abstraction power,
they exist in the minds of geometers. syrians nowTo this line of reasoning that the necessary kind of abstraction is impossible unless we assume that the human mind is already equipped with an accurate grasp of mathematical entities and principles. He writes: In general, depending on (Aristotle's) overall view, it must be
said that we also do not observe all shapes or all numbers as inherent in sensible objects. And if he explains that we ourselves will add what they lack, be more accurate and contemplate them, he will have to tell us first when we can give them perfection. Because we cannot find any other true cause of this than that the
soul of its essence pre-possesses the reason principle of all things, advocated by the ancients. (95, 29-37; transdiron/Omeara) The Syrian explanation of mathematical reasoning approaches the problem from a (typically platonic) top-down perspective. He doesn't say that the kind of quasi-universalization abstraction
aristotle has in mind is impossible, but only that we don't have the necessary scope and accuracy unless we assume we already have a clear concept of mathematical precision. According to the Syrians, what actually happens is that this is impossible unless human intelligence has a prenote understanding of
mathematical principles and concepts, projecting them from above onto the plane of our imagination, in order for them to reasonably grasp them as matter. Geometry is intended to contemplate the meaningless principle of reason (logoi) itself of the soul, but too weak to adopt these intelligences without images, so that
these principles are imagined, extended in shape and size, and contemplate the former of the latter (metaph. 91, 31-34; trans. Dilon/O'Meara, the place of mathematical objects is in our imagination, syrians suggest in Metaf 186, 17-23, and the case is comparable to the material receiving the form, except that we do not
know what we are receiving and we cannot hold it, whereas imagination holds it to some extent when it receives a mathematical blueprint from above and understands it. (2) In Metaphysics XIII 4,1079a11-13, Aristotle briefly calls the third party argument a well-known issue for proponents of the theory of form. Already
Plato had raised the same issue in Palmenides (132a-133a). If the human form not only fully expresses the characteristics of what man is (called humanity), but is also a perfect example of its characteristics (i.e., human form is a more perfect person than a physical human being), it would seem that it must be similar
between human form and physical copy.both men). This allows us to determine and state such similarities, thanks to which we need a third party to follow. Syrians rightly point out (metaph. 111, 27-33) This kind of discussion go to advertising infinity, and then it is a mistake to assume that the word (111, 33-112, 6) the ad
language human is used in the same sense in two cases: It takes In fact, since the essential person is synonymous with men in this realm, Alexander came to state in his exemplary state of this passage, all synonyms become synonymous by their participation in some way, and the third man appears as both a form and
a ridiculous thing. Because things in this area are not synonymous with the relevant forms (111, 33-37; transdiron/Omeara). After all, the solution to the Syrian conundrum may not be entirely satisfactory, but it was standard among Platonists in syrian times. He does not deny self-described, but he instead argues that the
prophecy of man in the case of form or in the case of a natural human being, even with the same sex, is not in the usual sense, but the way in which the model (paradeigma) is associated with its own image, especially when the model generates an image thanks to its essence and returns to it (11,1-11-1). In other words,
the human form is human in the sense that it is some kind of natural material, that is, human productive, and deserves the same admiss to the extent that it positively instantiizes the essential features of that form (i.e., go back to it). There has been some discussion about the originality of the Syrians, as they have
commentaries in Aristotle's Book of Metaphysics 6-14, which claims to be at the hands of Alexander of Astrodicia and shares numerous passages with Syrian works (Luna and Dillon/Omeara's Concordance). The commentary is most certainly not by Alexander, but it still remains essentially unclear which author depends
on who. However, most scholars accept the view that Ps.-Alexander's commentary was created during the Byzantine Renaissance and was probably generated by Michael of Ephesus (early 12th century) and therefore dependent on the Syrians. 3.2 Hermogenes Commentary These scorias (c. 160-225) on the general
rhetorical thesis of hermogenes in Tulsa are attributed to Sophist Syrianus, or rhetorical scholars. There are plenty of references and quotes to philosophical works (Plato, Minor Platonist, Aristotle) and there is no good reason to doubt that this commentary was actually written by a Syrian neoplatonist.The work was
perhaps (rather than a philosopher) the author's favorite son Alexander (2, 3f.) who had been honed to become an orator. It is addressed to. The work does not contain philosophical arguments, but is full of references to leading authors and minor writers, and deserves more research because it provides good evidence
for the vitality of literary traditions as a backdrop for late-ancient idly philosophies. 4. Impact Since most of the Syrians' jobs will be lost, it is not easy to accurately gauge the scope and depth of his influence, but it is safe to think that it was a considerable one. Syrians had two important students who determined
philosophy culture in Alexandria and Athens, respectively. One of them was Hermias of Alexandria, the father of Ammonius, Aristotle's most influential commentator. Hermias did not stay in Athens, but returned to Alexandria to teach philosophy and died early in his 40s. By him, we have a transcript of Plato's lecture on
Paedras (Scoria), and although Hermias does not mention Syrians by name anywhere, it is generally believed to be depicted in lectures by Syrians attended by Hermias (not an unusual custom). As mentioned earlier, another disciple of the Syrians was the prominent Prols, a Syrian student at about the same time as
Hermias. In contrast to the latter, Proclus frequently acknowledges Syrians in his writings. Proclus has an unusually powerful ability to synthesize and codifie Platoism, and it seems reasonable to think that many of the doctrines he learned from the Syrians followed him. Copies of Syrian commentary on metaphysics were
available in Alexandria for several generations after his death, used by Askrepius of Torales, and if the attribution of Ps.-Alexander's commentary on metaphysics to Michael of Ephesus was correct (see above), his work was available in Constantinople in the 12th century. The first Renaissance Latin translation of the
Syrians was produced by Bagnoli and published in Venice in 1558. 1558.
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